
Add the word accident to these sentences.

 
He was involved in an                         .

“I’m sure it was an                         ,”  
said Fred.

Did you drop it by                               ?
She had an                            at the factory.

Trace the word accident. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word accident. 

 
 
 

Which word class does the word 
accident belong to?

Write the syllables of the word 
accident inside the hands.

Finish off the word accident.

 
Now write the full word.

Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: accident  1

accident

acci____ ____dent

_______nt ac_______ 

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __

Which of these words means the same as accident?

bountiful     blizzard     mishap     vehicle

Write your own sentence containing the word accident.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word accident.

acident          accidunt        acciddent

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun

preposition determiner

accident
accident
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Trace the word actual. 
 

Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: actual 2

Add the word actual to these sentences.

 
The                          cost was £100.

“Those were his                          words!”

Can you measure the                      length?

The story is based on                      events.

Use a dictionary to define the 
word actual. 

 
 
 

Which word class does the 
word actual belong to?

Write the syllables of the word 
actual inside the hands.

Finish off the word actual.

 
Now write the full word.

actual

actual

act____ ____ual

_______al ac_______ 

__ __ __ __ __ __ 

Which of these words means the same as actual?

mystery     genuine     forgotten     bespoke

Write your own sentence containing the word actual.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word actual.

acktual           actyual           actuall

actual

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun

preposition determiner
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Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: address 3

Add the word address to these sentences.

 
Nita scribbled her                         .

“May I have your                         ?”  
asked Zac.

Which                         shall I send it to?

I had to                          a large audience.

Trace the word address. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word address. 

 
 
 

Which word class does the 
word address belong to?

Write the syllables of the word 
address inside the hands.

Finish off the word address.

 
Now write the full word.

address

add____ ____ess

_______ss ad_______ 

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ 

Which of these words means the same as address?

unique     benign     place     suspicious

Write your own sentence containing the word address.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word address.

adress        addres        adrress

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun

preposition determiner

address
address
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Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: answer 4

Add the word answer to these sentences.

Write your  on the line.

“  me!” demanded Kole.

I don’t know the .

Please  the telephone.

Trace the word answer. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word answer. 

Which word class does the 
word answer belong to?

Write the syllables of the word 
answer inside the hands.

Finish off the word answer.

Now write the full word.

answer
answer
answer

ans____ ____wer

_______er an_______ 

__ __ __ __ __ __

Which of these words means the same as answer?

respond     redirect     forged     ancient

Write your own sentence containing the word answer.

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word answer.

anser         answur        annswer

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun

preposition determiner
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